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Our adventure with Power!

- Background and context – streaming Power, need for students not physically in the room to still have the *experience* of the lecture as it is happening in real time.
- Why live stream? Why live chat?
- fit for purpose solution
- feedback
- our observations of the trends
Example of chat

Will we be streaming online for the rest of the semester? Because I actually think it works well! :) 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 12, 2015 by Powerpuff

@Powerpuff - we have yet to be advised but when we are - there will be an announcement on LMS 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 12, 2015 by Taboo3

Testing 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 12, 2015 by Taboo3

Brings to mind Boyle's theory "God was invented before we discovered mental illness" 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 12, 2015 by Warehouse

Let's try to stick to topic given we only have a limited time 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 12, 2015 by Taboo3

An example of this is Indonesia. 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 12, 2015 by Taboo3

Is the idea of sovereign state power existing above everyone becoming eroded by globalisation? NGOs, IGOs etc... 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 12, 2015 by M

@M you could argue that it's more easily challenged - not sure about eroded - Indo again is a good example - your thoughts? 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 12, 2015 by Taboo3

NGOs and International Human Rights Orgs can only make suggestions. Sovereign powers make the final decisions. 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 12, 2015 by Taboo3

What was the feedback from students?

Thank you very much tutors. Much better than being in a crowded lecture. 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 5, 2015 by jeffsysonwosby

cheers (tutors) 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 5, 2015 by jeffsysonwosby

yeah this was great, thankyou guys 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 5, 2015 by J

What is meant by hegemonic? 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 5, 2015 by C

You're welcome! 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 5, 2015 by Tutor62

having a dominance, influence 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 5, 2015 by naivelysowosby

We will discuss in tutorials. => thanks guys. 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 5, 2015 by Tutor3

Thank you for such an intelligent discussion! Hope to meet some of you in class 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 5, 2015 by Tutor62

thanks tutors!!! Great to be able to clarify issues whilst watching the lecture. 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 5, 2015 by jeffsysonwosby

Thanks heaps for setting this up! More helpful than actually being in the lecture. 12:30am, Thurs, Mar 5, 2015 by jeffsysonwosby

Android V iPhone
Applicability

• What you can achieve with the approach we suggest sits somewhere between full Livestreaming and Live chat, and not having it at all.

How does this relate to your context?

• Applicability of solution to broader range of situations in the professional staff context
• Flexible delivery options particularly for events, public lectures and information sessions, Open Day talks
• Overflow solution
• Embed into LMS site, LMS community site or any Uni website

Technicalities

Hardware
Laptops, webcams, USB mics, headsets.

Staging
Seating positions, lecturn, panel.

Network
WiFi access, Signal Strength

Control Laptop
‘Plan B’ machine

Cables, extensions, powerboards

Camera Angles and coverage
Q and A requirements (mic and cam)

Accounts and Passwords
‘Plan B’ Network
Practicalities

- Run sheets / scripts / talking points
- On the screen / behind the scene
- Trolley hauling / setup - packdown

People Requirements
- Names and titles
- Copyright and release forms

Guests / Contributors
- Teaching other colleagues new tricks
- Shared commitment and tasks

Distributed or central

Setup and pack down >> down to 10 minutes

Peek behind the curtain

Demo time!
Questions?
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